Users: Collegium Civitas, Warsaw

Problem: Semantic text classification for sociology research

Initially:
- Text document classification according to the manually annotated examples

Finally:
- Whole system from corpus gathering to tuning machine learning methods for the semantic classification of text snippets
Polish language
Services workflow

- Services workflow diagram showing the interaction between different components such as NLP Services, NLP Workers, REST, SOAP, NLPEngine, NFS, Worker 1 (WCRFT2), Worker 2 (Liner2), Worker 3 (WSD), Worker n+1 (Serel), Monitoring, and G4.19 Web applications.

- The diagram also indicates the connection with an internal network.
D-Space workflow
D-Space additional CMDI
D-Space additional CMDI from prof.
D-Space plan: users proxy
Thank you very much for your attention